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It seems hard to imagine now that earlier this year the Brunswick Square gardening 

volunteers were still trying to maintain social distancing and in some cases were wearing a 

mask while gardening. Thank goodness those days seem to be gone and I hope they never 

return. 

 

There have been various challenges over the year: although we have seen international 

students return to London we have not had the number of student volunteers we used to get 

pre-Covid, and it would be good to have increased numbers again. We will look at ways of 

encouraging more people to join the volunteering group in the New Year. 

 

Camden Council still offers a limited amount of maintenance and attention to the Square, 

and although we do our best to keep it looking good there is only so much you can do one 

morning a month. We continue to concentrate on the areas near the entrances and the 

pharmaceutical bed by the north entrance, but we also do a spot of guerrilla gardening in 

areas that clearly need some TLC. We are aware that the Council is suffering from an 

increasingly tight budget and has many competing demands on its services but it is a shame 

that, after an ill-advised revamp of the areas or verges to the southwest and northwest of the 

main gardens, funded by TfL and maintained by Camden, these areas quickly became 

neglected and full of weeds and litter. 

 

The weather has also been challenging, and that is something we will probably have to get 

used to and adapt to. The fierce summer heat and drought left everything looking scorched 

and autumn seemed to start early with many trees dropping leaves by early August. 

 

But there were also positives. The bulbs generously provided by the Metropolitan Gardens 

Association and Taylors gave us a beautiful display of tulips to follow the daffodils in spring, 

and they have given us more this year (narcissi, tulip, alliums and more) which we have just 

been planting this morning. The wildflower meadow in the fenced off area around the 

Brunswick plane sprang into life and looked beautiful. Other plants and flowers also bloomed 

and the gardens looked pretty and colourful, if a little untidy in places, until the heatwave 

struck. And afterwards, the grass regained its green and many plants survived - some even 

continued to flower well into our mild autumn. And everything has been very well watered 

recently. 

 

FOBS’s coffers have been boosted by funds from a film shoot and there may be more to 

come from an event in the summer. Above all our small band of volunteers has continued, 

come rain or shine, to keep up the good work they have been doing over the last few years.  

 

We remain members of the Association of Bloomsbury Squares and Gardens in its 10th 

anniversary year. This year they have arranged two sessions of Artist in Residence during 

Chelsea Fringe week and Open Garden Squares Weekend, by the artist of the Bloomsbury 

Squares book. The book has sold well and each Friends group including ours will shortly 

receive a distribution of profits. ABSG also supported the Master’s degree research of a 

postgraduate student from UCL, on community engagement, looking into ‘how to turn casual 

interest into committed community activity’. He interviewed members of each group, 

including ours, on their activities and how they became involved. ABSG also run Wellbeing 



Walks each week in association with Camden Guides and supported by Camden Council. 

They start at a different square each time, including ours, and are advertised on posters on 

each garden. 

 

I am planning to step down as Chair, but before I do I would like to thank a few people in 

particular: Louise Priest, who has done such a fantastic job as Secretary for six years, and 

who will be stepping down for a well-earned break, Susanna Powers for kindly agreeing to 

take on the role, Sarah Lawson our brilliant volunteer gardening group organizer, Stephen 

Smith, our gardening guru who makes each session so enjoyable and informative, Susan 

Jellis for her guidance and support plus tireless fundraising for FOBS, Graham Jellis for his 

work as treasurer, and Ricci de Freitas for liaising with Camden Council and keeping them 

on their toes. I look forward to another year’s gardening with a wonderful group of people, 

and am keeping my fingers crossed for sunshine on the first Saturday of each month. 
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